INTRODUCTION
Plant viruses have played an important role in the development of techniques for the study and understanding of virus structure, protein structure and the nature and expression of genetic information. Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), for example, was the first virus to be purified and the first virus whose nucleic acid was shown to be the infective component. TMV RNA was the first natural messenger used to 'programme' protein synthesis in vitro, albeit in Escherichia coli extracts which we now know, in retrospect, were not synthesizing proteins with fidelity. It was, however, an important step towards the now widely used method to demonstrate what genetic information is encoded in virus RNA, namely in vitro translation. The development of plant protoplast systems has added another tool for studying the expression of plant virus genes. These approaches have in recent years also been applied to several plant viruses which, unlike TMV or turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMV), have encapsidated split genomes with genetic information divided among two or three RNA components. The concept of separated genetic information in viruses like brome mosaic virus (BMV), alfalfa mosaic virus (AIMV) (encapsidated subgenomic RNAs) and cowpea mosaic virus (CPMV) no doubt aided the realization that some separated RNA genes can exist in vivo, and in many cases are not encapsidated. TMV and TYMV were, perhaps appropriately, the first plant viruses to be shown to have unencapsidated subgenomic RNAs which are mRNAs. The number of viruses now known to have divided genomes or subgenomic messengers has grown considerably, revealing some interesting and curious variations.
This situation prompted us to review the current state of knowledge of plant RNA virus genome structure, strategy and gene expression. By strategy, we mean the organization of the total genome and the means by which the encoded information is organized to allow the genes to be expressed. Gene expression is the means by which the genetic information finally resolved as a functional protein is derived.
The diversity of strategies and molecular mechanisms employed is of interest from an evolutionary standpoint. Their study also leads to new concepts in virus classification. Viruses have, understandably, been classified according to particle structure and how the nucleic acid is encapsidated. Consideration of the nucleic acid structure and how it is expressed becomes more important as more information accumulates. In some viruses, functional proteins are translated directly from virion RNA; in others, polyprotein precursors are synthesized first. Some produce subgenomic RNAs, which may or may not be encapsidated, and some have an intermediate or mixed strategy. Further data on such aspects from more plant viruses may provide a more functional classification in addition to, or even in place of, the structural approach. Since viruses have evolved to be adapted to their hosts, and must utilize host molecular machinery, plant virus RNAs serve as models for probing the mechanisms, perhaps also diverse, of plant gene expression and regulation of plant mRNA translation.
This article reviews the types of RNA genome strategy known to date, and examines a few examples in detail, omitting satellite viruses. Other data on plant virus RNAs are to be found in reviews by Lane (1979) , and Zaitlin (1979) . The reader should also refer to recent reviews by Davies (1979) , Atabekov & Morozov (1979) and van Vloten-Doting & Neeleman (1980) , which give a more comprehensive coverage of references.
Genome structure
In seeking a functional analysis of genes and perhaps a functional rather than structural classification of viruses, paradoxically we first find it necessary to examine structure, the nucleic acid structure of the genome. Whether the genome is divided, monopartite or involves subgenomic messengers, it is the fine structure of the nucleic acid that might hold the clues to the regulation of transcription, translation and interaction between virus and host. Although the complete sequence of a plant RNA virus genome has not yet been published the sequences of several subgenomic messengers are known, and there are considerable data concerning the 5' and 3' ends of plant virus RNAs. But do they really tell us anything about function?
5' terminal sequences
Sequences of RNAs from plant viruses representing several different groups are known. Interesting differences in the terminal structure (which may be a mTGS'ppp 5' cap, a di-or triphosphate or VPg protein), the length of leader and ribosome binding sites are beginning to emerge.
The mTGS'ppp 5' cap has been demonstrated for bromovirus RNAs (Dasgupta et al., 1976) , cucumovirus RNAs (Symons, 1975) , TMV (Keith & Fraenkel-Conrat, 1975; Zimmern, 1975) , TYMV , potexviruses (Sonenberg et al., 1978) , A1MV and several others. Some examples are presented in Table 1 . It is evident that this type of structure is not confined to multicomponent (tripartite or bipartite) or monopartite viruses which have all their genetic information in one RNA molecule. Neither does presence of the cap correlate with viruses with particular host ranges. Unlike many mRNAs of eukaryotes, the two bases adjacent to the mTGS'ppp 5' are not methylated. The cap also does not confer higher affinity for ribosome binding since in the tripartite genome types, in which the smaller RNA coding for coat protein is the most efficient messenger (Shih & Kaesberg, 1973; Davies & Kaesberg, 1974; Davies, 1976; Chroboczek et al., 1980) , all three of the genome components are capped similarly (Symons, 1975; Dasgupta et al., 1976) . The only apparent similarities between the leader sequences (Table 1) are that several capped RNAs have GUA or GUU immediately adjacent to the mTGppp; TYMV cpRNA does not have this sequence. There is also a relative high frequency of A and U in at least the 5' portion of the leader sequence. In most of the sequences known there is an A residue three nucleotides before the A of the AUG initiator codon (only shown in Table 1 for BMV RNA4, TMV cp and TYMV cp RNAs), but TYMV g RNA is again an exception having a G three bases upstream of the AUG. With the exception of CPMV RNAs, for which the sequence upstream of the initiation codon is unknown, all these RNAs are very efficient messengers in vitro.
Most small, efficient messengers, such as BMV RNA4, A1MV RNA4, TYMV and TMV subgenomic RNAs, have relatively short leader sequences when compared with the larger genomic RNAs. The large genomic RNAs of TMV and TYMV are, however, very efficient messengers in vitro (Roberts & Paterson, 1973; . There is no indication as to why some RNAs are more efficient messengers than others, yet differential ribosome binding has been implicated in quantitative control of virus proteins (Chroboczek et al., 1980; Pinck et al., 1981) . The preponderance of A and U in the leader sequences would suggest little strong base pairing, thus rendering the 5' end of the RNA 'open' for ribosome recognition, and the minus strand 3' end polymerase recognition site open for synthesis of the plus strand or interaction with host proteins, membranes or coat protein in assembly. Interaction of RNA with proteins is perhaps an area urgently requiring attention. ? The 5' end structure is either mVGppp or VPg protein. The nucleotide immediately adjacent to this structure is designated as number 1.
$ For coat protein messages (RNA4 or cp RNAs), the first AUG is known to be the methionine codon. For the genome RNAs of TMV and TYMV, RNA3 of A1MV and BMV, and both CPMV RNAs, it is not certain if the first AUG is an initiation codon. Indeed, the first AUG in AIMV RNA3 starts at nucleotide 78 and is followed by a UAA at 86 and is unlikely to be used. In all cases, the nucleotide number refers to the A of AUG.
§ References: 1, Ahlquist et al. (1979) ; 2, Dasgupta et al. (1976); 3, Koper-Zwarthoff et al. (1980) ; 4, Richards et al. (1978) ; 5, Guilley et aL (1979); 6, Briand et al. (1978); 7, Guilley & Briand (1978) ; 8, ; 9, Najarian & Bruening (1980) . The presence of VPg proteins analogous to those of picornaviruses (see Salas & Vifiuela, 1980) has been demonstrated for CPMV (Daubert et al., 1978; Stanley et al., 1978) and other comoviruses (Daubert & Bruening, 1979) , sobemoviruses (Ghosh et al., 1979; Hull & Morris-Krsinich, 1980) , potyviruses (Hari, 1981) , and nepoviruses (Harrison & Barker, 1978; Mayo et al., 1979) . Here again, there is no correlation with the grouping according to monopartite or multicomponent types. The potyviruses are monopartite, as are the sobemoviruses (but which have subgenomic RNAs), and the como-and nepoviruses are bipartite. The function of the 5' VPg protein is not known, but it does not seem to be related to translation (Stanley et al., 1978) .
Clearly, although 5' terminal structures for some viruses are known, we still cannot assign functions to any, other than the AUG initiation codon itself. Assuming, however, that 
3' terminal sequences of some plant virus RNAs
Sequence of the 40 nucleotides at the 3' terminus or adjacent to the t Sequence examples are given only for 40-nucleotide stretches. Further comparative data extending beyond these regions are to be found in the references given. CMV and A1MV have minor differences in their respective RNAs 1 and 2 (indicated by * and +). $ References: l, Dasgupta & Kaesberg (1977) ; 2, Symons (1979) Review: Plant RNA virus genomes 5 conserved 5' end structures have functions, then functional grouping of similar types would bear little resemblance to classification according to particle structure, host, or transmission.
3' terminal structures
As with the 5' termini, there is limited variety at the 3' termini of plant virus RNAs (Table  2, Fig. 1 ), which spans different classification groups. The functions of the different structures are also, as yet, unknown. Probably, the most curious is the tRNA like structure, which in some instances suggests, or can be imagined to have, a 'clover-leaf secondary structure (Briand et al., 1977; Guilley et al., 1979; Ahlquist et al., 1981 a) . This can be specifically aminoacylated in vitro. Conservation in evolution suggests some function in vivo, but this has not been identified. There is, however, a suggestion of one correlation which may become clearer as more 3' termini are examined. The tymoviruses [TYMV and eggplant mosaic virus (EMV)] have 3' tRNA-like structures which charge specifically with valine (Haenni et al., 1973; Hall et al., 1979) , whereas the bromoviruses, BMV, cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) and the cucumovirus, cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) charge specifically with tyrosine. Assuming the tRNA-like structure to be functional (see Hall, 1979; van Vloten-Doting & Neeleman, 1980) , then classification by this function is compatible with the grouping, but two curious exceptions are worth pointing out. One is CMV, which is not grouped with the bromoviruses, but its translational strategy and genome arrangement (Schwinghamer & Symons, 1977 ) is similar to that of a bromovirus (see also Davies, 1979) . Detailed structure of its 3' sequence (Table 2) shows remarkable homology to BMV and CCMV, indeed more so than an accepted member, broad bean mottle virus (BBMV) (Ahlquist et al., 1981a) . The other is the 'bean form' of TMV (CcTMV) (Bruening et al., 1976; Beachy & Zaitlin, 1977) which, like TMV, has a tRNA-like 3' end; however, the former charges with valine, and the latter with histidine although both are in the same virus group. Furthermore, there is a high degree of homology between the 3' sequences of CcTMV and TYMV (Meshi el al., 1981) , both of which charge with valine, but which are in different virus groups. C-rich stretches occur in the 3' sequences of TMV, TYMV and EMV (Table 2) , but their function is not yet known. There are also several G residues near the 3' end, which could be involved in internal G-C base pairing in the tRNA-like clover-leaf structure (Guilley et al., 1979; Briand et al., 1976 Briand et al., , 1977 .
Some plant RNA viruses have no tRNA-like or other unusual 3' structure, e.g. A1MV (Koper-Zwarthoff & Bol, 1979; and tobacco streak virus (TSV) . Others have polyadenylated 3' ends. This was first demonstrated for CPMV (El Manna & Bruening, 1973) and another comovirus, bean pod mottle virus (Semancik, 1974) . Tobacco etch virus (TEV), a potyvirus, is also polyadenylated (Hari et al., 1979) . The function is still not known. While the poly(A) may well provide protection from 3' exonuclease degradation, it is likely that this is not the prime function. CPMV RNAs do not have an AAUAA sequence in the region adjacent to the poly(A) , indicating that polyadenylation by an enzyme recognizing that site (Proudfoot & Brownlee, 1976) is not the mechanism involved in the formation of poly(A) in this instance. The two RNAs of CPMV have considerable homology adjacent to the poly(A) (Davies et at., 1979) , suggesting conservation for functional reasons, as yet unknown. The homology is, however, not as marked as with each of the genome RNAs of BMV, CMV and A1MV, which are respectively near-identical. CPMV RNAs also have less G and C residues in the poly(A)-adjacent sequence, suggesting less stable secondary structure of these regions.
Further detailed comparative sequencing is required to give clues as to recognition sites for the replicases and other proteins. [7, Protein with the following features: P = mol. wt. x 10 3; f = protein cleavage; C = coat protein; G = VPg. ,~ indicates presumed derivation of subgenomic RNAs and of protein fragments; ? -unknown. The positions of the RNA and protein features are to an approximate scale where sequence data are available; otherwise the best fits based on RNA and protein mol. wts. are shown; these are not necessarily a true indication of the relative sizes of 5' leader, 3' tail and intercistronic regions. The information used is given in the references in Table 3 and the following: TMV (type strain), Richards et al. (1978) ; TYMV, ; SBMV, Ghosh et al. (1981) ; BMV, Ahlquist et al, (1981 b) ; A1MV, Brederode et al. (1980) , Pinck et al. (1981) ; BSMV, A. Jackson, personal communication; CPMV, Rezelman et al. (1980) , Franssen et al. (1982 
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VPg but no post-translational processing of polypeptides has yet been demonstrated (Dougherty & Hiebert, 1980) . It is interesting to note in this respect, two other curious findings. One concerns BMV, the RNA3 of which has an internal oligo(A) sequence of variable length (Ahlquist et aL, 1981b) . The other unusual phenomenon concerns barley stripe mosaic virus (BSMV) RNA. This has a poly(A) near but not at the 3' end (Agranovsky et al., 1978) and also has a 3' terminal tRNA-like structure which can be aminoacylated (Agranovsky et al., 1981) . This is unique and puts this virus in a class of its own. Little, indeed less than was hoped, is revealed by analysis of 5' and 3' sequences, although the conservation within groups (especially at the 3' ends) suggests definite function(s) of these non-coding regions. We turn our attention, therefore, to the coding regions which may be examined both by their sequences and by their function in translation.
Complete and comparative sequences
With the advent of rapid sequencing and cloning techniques, complete sequences of plant RNA viruses will very soon be available. Complete sequences of the TMV, TYMV, A1MV and BMV coat protein messengers (Guilley et al., 1979; Ahlquist et al., 1981b; Meshi et aL, 1981) , although milestones in their own right, have revealed little other than the length of leader, confirmation of coat protein sequences, assignment of coding triplets used, and the hypothetical secondary structure. Sequence data are now needed for complete genomes; this then needs to be extended to different isolates of the same virus with differences in symptomatology and host range, and to viruses of the same group with different structural, and biological phenomena. Such comparative data may identify nucleic acid structure features responsible for symptom expression, disease characteristics, host range and transmission by vectors, the criteria by which plant viruses are currently classified.
Until these data are available, the major indications of functional types are to be found in the expression of the genetic information encoded in the RNA, as revealed by protoplast studies and in vitro translation. Several different types of expression strategy are already evident.
Genome strategies
The translation strategies of most plant virus RNAs conform to the restrictions shown by eukaryotic ribosomes in only translating 5' cistrons and not translating internal cistrons directly (for review, see Kozak, 1978) ; this means that internal cistrons are normally closed. There are three basic ways in which plant virus RNAs overcome this restriction and by which the information coded on the RNA is converted into the final protein products. (i) The genome may be divided at some or all stages of the virus replication cycle into subgenomic RNAs which comprise either monocistronic genes or polycistronic genes with a previously closed cistron at its 5' end. (ii) The ribosomes may 'read-through' one or more stop codons thus giving two proteins from the same region of RNA. (iii) The whole virus RNA may be translated as a monocistronic messenger and the resultant polyprotein is then processed into smaller products. A fourth possible mechanism of translating virus RNA in more than one reading frame has not yet been demonstrated in plant viruses, although the possibility has been suggested for CcTMV (Meshi et al., 1981) and for southern bean mosaic virus (SBMV; Ghosh et al., 1981) .
The translation strategies used by each plant virus involves one, two or all three of the above mechanisms (Table 3) . Examples of some of the best understood systems are shown in Fig. 1 . In this figure the sizes of nucleic acids and proteins are in most cases calculated from their estimated molecular weights; where sequence data are available (see above) the actual numbers of nucleotides are given. The sizes of one of the subgenomic RNAs of turnip crinkle * See text for all abbreviations except the following: TRV, tobacco rattle virus; PVX, potato virus X; TBRV, tomato black ring virus. t G = genomic; S = subgenomic; R = readthrough; P = proteolysis; I -internal initiation; ? = suggested but not proved.
$ References: 1, Pelham (1979b); 2, Dolja et al. (1979) ; 3, Hunter et al. (1976) ; 4, Wilson et al. (1976) ; 5, Pelham (1978) ; 6, Zaitlin (1979); 7, Beachy et al. (1976); 8, Higgins et al. (1976); 9, Wodnar-Filipowicz et al. (1980) ; 10, Dougherty & Hiebert (1980) ; 11, Klein et al. (1976); 12, Pleij et al. (1976) ; 13, ; 14, ; 15, Morch & Benicourt (1980) ; 16, Rutgers et aI. (1980) ; 17, Salerno-Rife et aL (1980) ; 18, Morris Krsinich & Hull (1981); 19, Davies et aL (1977); 20, Pelham & Stuik (1977); 21, Fritsch et al. (1980); 22, Shih & Kaesberg (1973); 23, Shih & Kaesberg (1976); 24, Schwinghamer & Symons (1977); 25, van Vloten-Doting et al. (1975); 26, Mohier et al. (1976); 27, Gerlinger et aL (1977); 28, Salvato & Fraenkel-Conrat (1977) ; 29, Salomon et al. (1978); 30, Dougherty & Kaesberg (1981); 31, van Tol & van Vloten-Doting (1979) . virus (TCV; Dougherty & Kaesberg, 1981) and of SBMV are not given and, therefore, their extents in relation to the genomic RNAs are unknown. The exact positions of the 5' and 3' ends of the unsequenced subgenomic RNAs are also unknown. These have been positioned as being co-terminal with the 3' end rather than extending upstream from the previous stop codon. The strategy of the BSMV RNA2 is, at present, unknown apart from the suggestion that the coat protein (P25) is translated from the 5' end (Dolja et al., 1979) .
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that TYMV employs all three mechanisms; the subgenomic RNA message for coat protein is encapsidated, as is the full-length RNA. Other tymoviruses appear to have similar strategies (Ricard et al., 1978; Szybiak et al., 1978) . The strategies of TMV (rod-shaped particles), TCV, SBMV (isometric particles) and AIMV (bacilliform particles) involve the use of subgenomic RNAs and also a readthrough of stop codons (see Table 3 ). In some strains of TMV (e.g. CcTMV; for review, see Bruening et al., 1979) , the subgenornic cpRNA is encapsidated; in the type strain it is not. Some if not all of the subgenomic RNAs of TCV, SBMV and A1MV are encapsidated. Turnip rosette virus (TRosV) also appears to use two mechanisms: subgenomic RNAs (which are encapsidated) and posttranslational processing. It is interesting to note the apparent difference between SBMV and TRosV both of which have been allocated to the same virus group on numerous other characteristics (Hull, 1977) . BMV and CPMV each use a single mechanism, formation of subgenomic RNAs (BMV) or post-translational processing of a polyprotein (CPMV). The post-translational processing of the products of the shorter of the two CPMV RNAs appears to be somewhat complex. The two different-sized primary products are each cut at the same site by an enzyme (coded by the longer CPMV RNA) isolated from both infected protoplasts and leaves; they are also cut by another enzyme activity only found in infected leaves (Franssen et al., 1982) .
Possible exceptions to the rule that initiation of translation does not occur on internal cistrons have been reported for carnation mottle virus (CarMV) (Salomon et al., 1978) (Fig.  1 ) and tobacco necrosis virus (TNV) (Salvato & Fraenkel-Conrat, 1977) . In view of subsequent observations on many other plant viruses the strategies of these viruses should be re-examined.
DISCUSSION
Most of the data on the translation strategies have been obtained using wheat germ and rabbit reticulocyte lysate in vitro translation systems and it is pertinent to ask if they reflect the true in vivo situation. It is only for viruses like BMV and BSMV that the wheat germ system is 'homologous': most other viruses tested do not infect wheat, and none infect rabbits! Some translation must occur as an early event in infection before replication can occur but the specificity required for this may be lacking in 'heterologous' cell-free extracts. This may be particularly important where interaction of host enzymes is required for the processing of polyproteins, and some uncertainty must surround reports of 'heterologous' systems which seem to support alternative initiation sites on one RNA (as for CPMV M RNA) and in vitro readthrough (as for TMV and AlMV). The subgenomic RNAs have all been found and are, in most cases, encapsidated. However, there is less information as to whether they are translated in the same manner in vivo as they are in vitro. At present, the knowledge on the in vivo processes can be grouped into three categories. The first is exemplified by BMV, in which proteins of the same size as the in vitro ones are found in vivo (Shih & Kaesberg, 1976; Sakai et al., 1979; Kiberstis et al., 1981) . The presence of these proteins is the main difference between infected and healthy cells; the identity of the coat protein has been established but the co-identity of the other proteins synthesized in vitro and in vivo is based only on their electrophoretic mobilities. In the second category (e.g. TMV and CPMV), a comparison of proteins from infected tissue with those from healthy tissue reveals that, as well as the proteins formed in vitro, there are several other new proteins detected in protoplasts (Huber, 1979; Rottier et al., 1980a, b) . This raises the question of which polypeptides are virus-coded and which are host-coded. In the case of CPMV B RNA all the new products have been shown to be virus-coded . In the third category (e.g. TCV and CarMV) little or nothing is known about the proteins in infected tissue apart from the presence of virus coat protein.
Little is known of the function of the virus-coded proteins except for the coat proteins; whether coat protein has functions other than protecting the virus RNA is also unknown. It has recently been suggested (Zaitlin et al., 1981) that the P30 of TMV is involved in the cell-to-ceU spread of the virus within the plant. In this context it is interesting to note that most of the viruses shown in Fig. 1 produce a protein of mol. wt. 30000 to 35000 for which no function has yet been allocated; however, the P32 product of CPMV may be a protease (Pelham, 1979a) . The only other known function expected is that of replicase, the best example of which is the case of CPMV where the function is associated with B RNA , and by analogy with poliovirus (Etchison & Ehrenfeld, 1980) , may turn out to be a membrane-bound (58 000 mol. wt.) polypeptide.
All plant viruses so far examined, with the exception of CarMV (Salomon et al., 1978) and BSMV (Dolja et al., 1979) code for their coat protein in regions towards the 3' end of the virus or subgenomic RNAs. In the case of most of the multicomponent viruses, e.g. CPMV, BMV, A1MV, CMV and TSV, the coat protein message is on the smallest of the RNAs.
However, in pea enation mosaic virus the coat protein information is on the larger of the two RNAs (Hull & Lane, 1973) and in BSMV it is on the second largest of the three RNAs (Dolja et al., 1979) .
From a comparison of Tables 1, 2 and 3 it can be seen that there is no correlation between the structure of the 3' or 5' ends and the strategy of translation. There is also no relationship between basic particle shape (rod-shaped or isometric) and translation strategy. There are similarities between members within well-established virus groups, e.g. tobamoviruses (Beier et al., 1980) although the apparent difference between SBMV and TRosV has already been noted. It is likely that, in the future, translation strategy will be a useful character in grouping plant viruses.
The mechanism of the production of subgenomic RNAs from larger RNAs is at present unknown. For most of the plant viruses which use them it is assumed that they are produced by specific transcription events. However, it has been suggested (Dougherty & Hiebert, 1980) that internal cistrons in potyviruses are revealed by specific breaks in the virus RNA. A specific break has also been suggested for CCMV RNA2, producing a translatable 'RNA5' (Davies & Verduin, 1979) . Again, lack of in vivo supporting data leaves such a mechanism as an interesting in vitro artefact until further information is available.
Among the future advances that we can envisage from the accumulation of data on the strategies and sequences of plant virus RNAs are insights into the mechanisms of the host-virus interaction and of the control of virus genome expression. We might even be able to make some reasonably realistic hypothesis concerning virus evolution.
